[Prostatic cancer in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Role of PSA].
We reviewed the trends in prostate cancer incidence and mortality in Luxembourg between 1983 and 1995 to discuss the importance of total and free PSA in early detection. The study was performed on all the new cases recorded by the National Cancer Registry (Registre Morphologique des Tumeurs). Total and free PSA were measured with the automated Immulite System (DPC, Los Angeles) using a chemoluminescent immunometric assay. The performance of free-to-total serum PSA was analysed by a hospital based study of 113 patients (55 PC, 58 BPH). The age standardized incidence rate increased from 29.3/100,000 in 1983 to 71.5/100,000 in 1995. Mortality rates only changed slightly. The widespread use of PSA testing from 1988 on is probably the main cause of this incidental increase; however no major changes in the age-specific-incidence have been found suggesting the absence of a systematic screening policy by the PSA. The superiority of free-to-total serum PSA ratio in discriminating between cancer and benign condition was confirmed. Early health-conscious man over 50 should be proposed prostate cancer screening by digital rectal examination and PSA. However a systematic screening policy cannot been recommended since a benefit in survival after early treatment has not yet been proven.